This work discusses an experimental technique for studying the mechanics of three-dimensional (3D) granular solids. The approach combines 3D X-ray diffraction and X-ray computed tomography to measure grain-resolved strains, kinematics and contact fabric in the bulk of a granular solid, from which continuum strains, grain stresses, interparticle forces and coarse-grained elasto-plastic moduli can be determined. We demonstrate the experimental approach and analysis of selected results on a sample of 1099 stiff, frictional grains undergoing multiple uniaxial compression cycles. We investigate the interparticle force network, elasto-plastic moduli and associated length scales, reversibility of mechanical responses during cyclic loading, the statistics of microscopic responses and microstructure-property relationships. This work serves to highlight both the fundamental insight into granular mechanics that is furnished by combined X-ray measurements and describes future directions in the field of granular materials that can be pursued with such approaches.
Introduction
Granular materials play a central role in various applications, including projectile penetration, planetary exploration and civil engineering. These materials can behave as liquids or gases, but also as load-bearing solids when sufficiently confined [1] . Extensive research has been undertaken to understand and quantify structural and mechanical properties of granular solids at length scales ranging from a single grain to the continuum to explore the stress-strain relationship of individual sand grains in small granular piles [37] and the heterogeneity of grain stresses in the bulk of larger granular samples [38] , and to reconstruct the inter-particle force network in sand samples during cyclic loading [39] . The combination of 3DXRD and XRCT holds particular promise for understanding the constitutive behaviour of sands and powders found in nature and industry by enabling simultaneous grain-resolved characterization of both microstructure and mechanical properties. The combination of these two experimental techniques is the focus of this paper.
In this paper, we demonstrate the utility of combining 3DXRD with XRCT by discussing a recent experiment that used these techniques during a cyclic uniaxial compression test of 1099 single-crystal ruby grains. 3DXRD and XRCT provided grain-resolved strains and stresses, kinematics and contact statistics for the sample throughout three compression cycles. From these quantities, we computed equivalent continuum strains, interparticle forces and elasto-plastic moduli in local neighbourhoods of the sample. We illustrate that these quantities can be used to explore the multi-scale mechanical response of realistic 3D granular solids, such as sands and powders, found throughout nature and industry. In particular, we demonstrate and discuss how these quantities enable studies of (i) the inter-particle force network and its evolution; (ii) elastoplastic moduli and associated length scales; (iii) microscopic and macroscopic reversibility during cyclic loading; (iv) statistics of grain-scale responses and microstructure-property relations. These capabilities represent major advances in the study of granular materials and may aid in linking force networks with mechanical properties, revealing new structure-property relationships and formulating advanced constitutive laws.
Experiment description
In this paper, we describe an experiment combining 3DXRD and XRCT that was performed at beam line ID11 of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) [40] . Several other beam lines currently have similar 3DXRD and XRCT capabilities, including the F2 beamline at Cornell's high energy synchrotron source (CHESS) [41] , beamline ID-1-E at the advanced photon source (APS) of Argonne National Laboratory [42, 43] , and beamlines at Petra III [44] and SPring8 [45] .
(a) Sample preparation and loading protocol
We prepared a sample of granular material by pouring 1099 nearly spherical single-crystal ruby grains into an aluminium cylinder of inner diameter 1.5 mm. Grain diameters ranged from 124.6 µm to 133.0 µm with a mean diameter, d , of 125.7 µm. Single-crystal grains were needed to determine intra-grain strain, and therefore stress, tensors using established methods from [46] . Ruby was chosen because of the ease with which particles of the desired size could be obtained. The particle size was constrained by a desire to construct a sample containing more than 1000 grains in a volume that could be fully illuminated by the X-ray beam, which approximately spans 1.5 mm × 1.5 mm. The sample was placed in a custom-built uniaxial loading device [38] and mounted on the translation and rotation stage in the beamline ID11 at the ESRF as shown in figure 1 . This figure shows a schematic of the experimental set-up on the left and a photograph on the right. The figure illustrates that the sample was loaded by moving a bottom piston, in contact with the grains, upwards, while a top piston was held in place between the grains and a load cell (LC). The LC was connected to a PMMA tube that provides 360 • sample visibility. This capability enhances the quality of XRCT and 3DXRD. The PMMA tube was connected to the device's base.
The loading protocol for the experiment included an initial compaction stage of six steps to overcome electrostatic forces, followed by two uniaxial compression cycles up to an LC reading of approximately 110 N. Figure 2a illustrates the evolution of the LC reading throughout the initial compaction stage and two compression cycles, which took place over 26 total load steps numbered 0-25. Load step 0 is not shown because both 3DXRD and XRCT measurements were unsuccessful for this load. Unsuccessful 3DXRD and XRCT measurements may occur when there are unforeseen errors with the beamline, such as translation or rotation stage controller issues, when the beamline experiences a sudden loss in flux, when post-processing algorithms (such as 3DXRD algorithms) generate anomalous results (described next), or when grains move during 3DXRD or XRCT measurements. For load step 0 of the present experiment, we believe that grains moved during the 3DXRD and XRCT measurement due to minimal sample compression. The sample strain at load step 1, when the sample was confined by 10 N of force, was therefore used as the reference strain. The sample strain, labelled S zz , was computed by S zz = (z top − z bot )/h 0 , where z top (z bot ) is the z coordinate of the top (bottom) piston surface in contact with the grains and h 0 = 1.189 mm was the initial sample height. The location of piston-grain contact was determined from 3DXRD measurements, described next. The strain uncertainty shown in figure 2a is ±0.00168 and reflects uncertainty in the position of grain centroids, which we take to be up to ±2 µm, as described in [46] .
(b) Three-dimensional X-ray diffraction measurements
At each load step, we paused loading and, with the piston displacement held constant, performed two X-ray scans while the entire sample was illuminated by a monochromatic beam of 55 keV. During the first scan, the sample was rotated 180 • , during which 1440 2D diffraction patterns were acquired for 3DXRD. Using these diffraction patterns, unit cell parameters were determined for each ruby grain by indexing, tracking and fitting diffraction spots using the ImageD11 toolkit [47] . After this procedure, the positions and all components of the strain tensors, (α) ij , where α is a particle index, of approximately 96% of the 1099 grains were successfully characterized at each load step using techniques from [46] . Through a combination of 3DXRD and XRCT (described next), the positions of all 1099 grains could be determined at each of the 26 load steps of the experiment. 3DXRD is unsuccessful in characterizing a grain if an insufficient number of diffraction peaks are found for that grain. This may occur if diffraction peaks from multiple grains overlap one another or if the diffraction peak intensities fall below or above prescribed thresholds.
From the grain strain tensors, grain stress tensors, σ (α) ij , were determined using the anisotropic elastic constants from [48] : C 11 = 496.8 GPa, C 33 = 498.1 GPa, C 12 = 163.6 GPa, C 13 = 110.9 GPa, C 14 = 23.5 GPa, C 66 = (C 11 − C 12 )/2. The volume-averaged stress tensor for the sample, σ S , was determined by where V is the sample volume (including solid and void space), N ch is the number of grains with a strain tensor successfully characterized by 3DXRD in a given load step, V α is the volume of grain α and A = 1099/N ch is a correction that accounts for grain stresses that were not successfully characterized by 3DXRD. In using A, we have assumed that grains with a particular strain tensor are no more or less likely to be successfully characterized by 3DXRD than others. We note that equation (2.1) provides all components of the sample stress tensor, which may be difficult to access with conventional LCs. Figure 2b illustrates the evolution of all components of σ S throughout the experiment, as well as the evolution of the vertical stress measured by the LC, σ LC = F/A t , where F is the LC force and A t = π (0.00075) 2 is the cross-sectional area of the piston head. This quantity is scaled by a factor of 0.4 for comparison with σ S . There is a close agreement in trend between the evolution of σ S zz and σ LC for the two compression cycles following initial compaction. We do not expect σ S zz to equal σ LC because the former is a sample-averaged quantity, while the latter reflects only the stress in the top layer of particles. The discrepancy in σ S zz and σ LC may also occur due to friction between the top piston and the aluminium tube which may cause some load transfer around the grains. The pronounced softening of σ S zz at the peak load of each compression cycle may reflect (i) plasticity induced by particle rearrangements, and the breaking and formation of contacts; (ii) two grain fractures that occur, one near the peak of each cycle. Figure 2c shows the vertical distribution of σ S zz and σ S h = (σ S xx + σ S yy )/2 as a function of normalized height (z/h) and load step. These were computed by volume-averaging stress in six bins of equal height spanning z = 0 to z = h, as in equation (2.1), but with V equal to the bin volume and A = V t /V ch , where V t is the total grain volume in the bin and V ch is the sum of grain volumes in the bin for grains successfully characterized by 3DXRD. We note that a portion of a single grain's stress can be included in stress calculations for two adjacent bins if its volume occupies space in both bins. We observe that σ S zz is highest (most compressive) at the bottom of the sample, where grains are in contact with the moving platen, for all load steps, and lowest at the top of the sample. This suggests load transfer to the aluminium tube through frictional contact. σ S zz and σ S h are approximately equal throughout the experiment, as also shown in figure 2b . The close agreement between a portion of the curves for steps 15 (S15) and 24 (S24), which are at approximately the same load in different compression cycles, suggests that the system demonstrated some elastic reversibility despite the large strains experienced between the two load cycles. However, differences in the curves, particularly at the top of the sample, highlights that some irreversible rearrangements do occur.
We further highlight the degree of elastic reversibility between compression cycles in figure 2d, which shows σ S zz for pairs of load steps in the first and second cycle for which the sample is under similar compressive forces. Curves with similar symbols are pairs, with solid lines indicating the first compression cycle and dashed lines indicating the second. All pairs demonstrate close agreement, differing by no more than 2 MPa at any height, with the exception of the pair for S15 and S24, which differ by up to 5 MPa near the top of the sample. We further discuss reversibility later by computing correlations between individual grain responses at similar loads across the two load cycles. We note that analysis of stresses at multiple heights are uniquely provided by 3DXRD and would not be accessible to LC measurements, even if such measurements were made simultaneously on both the top and bottom of the sample. Figure 2e illustrates the vertical distribution of solid fraction, φ S , computed using grain centroids and known radii (the latter from XRCT, described next) as a function of normalized height and load step for the same load step pairs that are shown in figure 2d. We see that φ S takes minimum values near the top and bottom platens and maximum values in the sample centre. The minimum values reflect boundary effects that arise because the interface between a grain and flat platen has significantly more porosity than the interface between a grain and surrounding grains. Elastic reversibility is less clear from figure 2d, and the only definitive finding is that the change in φ S with load is maximum in the sample's centre, where grains are farthest from the kinematic constraints imposed by the top and bottom platens.
(c) X-ray computed tomography measurements
During the second X-ray scan performed at each load step, the sample was rotated 180 • to acquire 1800 transmission radiographs for XRCT. 3D tomographic images, with a resolution of 1.54 µm 3 per voxel, were reconstructed from X-ray transmission radiographs using PyHST [49] . The resulting reconstructions were processed in Matlab using binarization and topological watershed algorithms [38, 39] to obtain images with segmented grains, in which each grain and boundary has a unique numerical ID. Images with segmented grains were only made for load steps 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21 and 22 . Images with segmented grains were not made for other load steps because poor contrast or reconstruction artefacts, such as rings or streaks, prevented our algorithms from working satisfactorily. An example of a segmented 3D image from load step 7 is shown in figure 3a . The segmentation procedure does not rely on explicit assumptions of grain shape and is able to capture complex grain surface morphology and grain fragments in later load steps. However, watershed algorithms are most effective for segmenting spherical grains [50] . Using segmented 3D images, we performed a contact search over all voxels in the image. If a voxel's 26-voxel neighbourhood contains two grain IDs, that voxel was deemed to be part of the contact plane between the two objects. We acknowledge that this method of finding contacts may lead to detection errors in the form of missed contacts or identification of contacts that do not exist (e.g. [51] [52] [53] ). Alternative methods of finding contacts may be employed in future work in order to minimize these errors, but we suspect that the alternative methods would not produce results that significantly alter the findings of this paper. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the voxel cloud for a particular contact plane provides two basis vectors for the contact plane and a vector normal to the contact [54] . Figure 3b shows the coordination number as a function of load step throughout the experiment. The coordination number evolves in the same manner as the macroscopic load after step 7, reaching a local maximum at the peak load of the first and second compression cycles. Figure 3c illustrates the distribution of coordination number as a function of normalized height and load step. In the central part of the sample Z takes maximum values close to 6.5 and minimum values at the boundary. These minimum values are boundary effects that arise because a grain-platen contact contributes one contact to the grain, whereas a layer of grains above a given grain may contribute up to four contacts to the grain for similarly sized spheres.
We did not observe obvious crystallization in segmented 3D images of grains. We note that more quantitative analyses of crystallization are possible using Voronoi tessellations (as computed in [43] ) and analytical techniques. However, such analyses are known to be possible using XRCT (e.g. [55] ) and we omit them in this paper for brevity.
Calculated quantities (a) Local equivalent continuum strains
We computed local equivalent continuum strain fields throughout the sample at each load step using 3D Delaunay triangulations. We constructed this triangulation in two steps: first by computing a Voronoi tessellation from grain centroids using voro++ [56] , then by finding the dual map of the tessellation in which groups of four mutual neighbours (a neighbour defined as a grain sharing a face in the Voronoi tessellation) form the vertices of tetrahedra. The local strain within a tetrahedron, (t) ij , is given by [57] (t) where t is the tetrahedron index, V t is its volume, k is the tetrahedron node index, u (k) i is the displacement of node k from load step 1 and a
j is a vector perpendicular to the tetrahedron face not containing node k that points towards the interior of the tetrahedron and has a magnitude equal to the area of the face divided by three (the space dimension). Load step 1 is chosen as the reference state because not all grain positions were successfully characterized using either 3DXRD and XRCT in load step 0. This choice does not affect the results that follow.
The volume-averaged local strain,¯ L , is computed analogously to the volume-averaged sample stress in equation (2.1), but without the correction factor A. Figure 4a shows a comparison between the sample strain, S zz , and the vertical component of¯ L zz , both using load step 1 as the reference. These two quantities agree within the uncertainty of S zz , also shown and explained in §2b. This agreement is consistent with the findings of Bagi [58] and Durán et al. [59] , which found equation (3.1) to provide the best agreement, among several strain measures, with macroscopic strain. While those researchers based their findings on 2D and 3D DEM simulations, our findings are, to the best of our knowledge, one of the first times that the accuracy of this strain measure has been confirmed using 3D experiments. Figure 4b shows the vertical distribution of¯ L zz as a function of normalized height and load step. The most compression (¯ L zz positive) occurs at the moving bottom piston, suggesting that wall friction between the aluminium cylinder and the grains reduces the compaction of the sample at greater heights. We see that¯ L zz increases with load step and interestingly does not demonstrate the reversibility that was found inσ zz in figure 2c,d . Instead,¯ L zz demonstrates strain ratcheting, reaching higher values at all normalized heights across two subsequent load steps. More thorough investigations of granular ratcheting have been made through numerical simulation [60, 61] . We simply note that additional load cycles in the experiment described here would enable similar 3D experimental analyses of granular ratcheting. Figure 4c shows the vertical distribution of¯ L xx as a function of normalized height and load step, using the same key as in figure 4b . We see that¯ L xx exhibits minor contractive strain of the sample away from the boundaries, and illustrates that lateral strains are approximately an order of magnitude less than vertical strains, a fact that will be exploited later to calculate elasto-plastic moduli. The vertical distribution of¯ L yy demonstrates similar characteristics to that of¯ L xx . Shear strain components are at least an order of magnitude less than¯ L zz at a given normalized height and load step. [62] ), individual tetrahedra or grains are widely observed to follow the trend of increasing strain and stress with load between steps 8 and 14, and demonstrate recovery of step 14 values at step 22 in the second compression cycle. Further analysis of these data for reversibility and for computing elasto-plastic moduli will be provided later in the selected results.
We note that dilatancy can also be studied using tetrahedron strain tensors by analysing the volumetric strain, or trace, of the tensors. While dilatancy plays a critical role in determining many properties of granular materials, little dilatancy was observed in the present study, probably due to the sample confinement and the uniaxial nature of the loading. Future work employing the same measurements on granular samples in triaxial compression can be used to explore dilatancy and related phenomena.
(b) Inter-particle forces
Inter-particle forces were computed for all load steps for which segmented tomographic images were available by using the multi-objective minimization algorithm described in [39, 63] . The weighted sum of the two objective functions,
was minimized, where K s and K eq are 6N p × 3N c matrices containing grain and contact positions, b st is a 6N p vector containing volume-weighted grain stresses, f is a 3N c vector containing all contact forces and λ is a trade-off parameter. By N p and N c , we denote the numbers of particles and contacts in the system, respectively. A detailed explanation of the components of all matrices and vectors is given in [39] . Here, we reiterate that the first objective function in equation (3.2) seeks to minimize the error between grain stresses calculated using inter-particle forces and those obtained from 3DXRD. The second objective function in equation (3.2) seeks to satisfy the momentum balance equations (mechanical equilibrium) for all grains. The trade-off parameter λ is chosen to provide a knee-point in the trade-off curve between the two objectives [63] , and is taken as 0.1 for all load steps in the present paper, or approximately the ratio of Frobenius norms of the two K matrices. In minimizing equation (3.2), Coulomb friction was enforced at each contact point: the shear force, f t , was restricted to a fraction of the normal force, f n , by f t ≤ μf n , with μ = 0. for inter-particle (ruby on ruby) contacts and μ = 0.4 for particle-boundary (ruby on aluminium) contacts [48] . The uncertainty of 10 −4 present in strain calculations [46] becomes an uncertainty of approximately 50 MPa in principal grain stress components. However, we expect strain uncertainties to be uncorrelated between grains and to have a minimal influence on the statistics of inter-particle forces. This point is demonstrated in [39] , where the influence of 10 −4 strain uncertainty in individual grains contributes a minor uncertainty to volume-averaged sample stress. Hurley et al. [63, 64] demonstrated that the minimization method used to infer inter-particle forces produces realistic results, validating its use in 2D experiments against numerical DEM and finite-element method (FEM) simulations. Hurley et al. [64] also provided a discussion of the propagation of uncertainties through objective functions similar to equation (3.2). One uncertainty that was not discussed in [64] , but that may be present in studies using XRCT, is uncertainty related to detecting contacts. As mentioned previously, alternative methods of contact detection may be used in future work. However, we suspect that inferred forces will be insensitive to many falsely declared contacts because these contacts must also generate a stress in a contacting grain to strongly influence the solution to equation (3.2). We leave a formal exploration of this and other uncertainty propagation for future work.
Discussion of selected results (a) Inter-particle force network
Hurley et al. [39] demonstrated the first use of the multiobjective optimization technique for calculating contact forces in 3D samples, and the results in the present paper are the first application of the approach to cyclic compression of over 1000 3D opaque, frictional, stiff grains. Figure 6 illustrates the inter-particle force network at four load steps (8, 11, 14 and 22) throughout the experiment. The plotted force vectors are centred on contact points and scaled in length and thickness linearly with force magnitude. Only forces for which f n > 2.25 f n , and corresponding grains, are shown for visual clarity. However, we note that all three directional components, and therefore both normal and tangential components, of all contacts forces are computed at each contact in the sample. All figures use the same colours for representing grain stress ellipsoids [38] and use a common scale for scaling forces. Upon close examination, forces in these load steps share several common force chain structures: multiple grains in quasi-linear arrangements supporting forces above the chosen threshold. Two such structures are highlighted with red dashed lines, although many more structures are visually evident when thresholding forces at different multiples of f n . There are also several force chain structures common to some, but not all load steps, one of which is highlighted with a black dashed line. This illustrates that chain structures may evolve differently at different load levels.
Previous research has highlighted inhomogeneity in granular solids by computing changes in the probability distribution of inter-particle forces with macroscopic load [14, 15] , changes in force chain lengths with macroscopic load [65] and changes in metrics such as the participation number [66] . The Gini coefficient has also been used to examine inhomogeneity of grain strain with load [38] and inter-particle forces with load [39] . A general finding of previous research is that force homogeneity increases with macroscopic load [39, 66] , which tends to more evenly distribute force across inter-particle contacts. Figure 7a illustrates the probability distribution of inter-particle normal forces above the mean, p( f n ), at all load steps between 7 and 25 for which forces were computed, confirming an exponential decay consistent with prior work. Figure 6b illustrates the slope of p( f n ) in semilogarithmic space and the Gini coefficient as a function of load step. The Gini coefficient is computed by where f (n) is an array of normal contact forces in non-decreasing order ( f
) and N c is the total number of contacts in the packing at a given load step. It takes values between 0 and 1, with 0 representing complete homogeneity of forces (i.e. all contacts take equal load) and 1 representing complete inhomogeneity of forces (i.e. one contact takes all the load). The slope of p( f n ) and the Gini coefficient are both inversely related to microscopic homogeneity, taking lower (or more negative) values as homogeneity increases.
Homogeneity is seen to increase with load during the first compression cycle and dramatically decrease as unloading begins between steps 14 and 16. Upon reloading during the second compression cycle, both the slope of p( f n ) and the Gini coefficient take lower values than at similar loads in the first compression cycle, indicating a further increase in homogeneity. This response suggests that structural changes during the first compression cycle were not entirely erased during unloading. In fact, this finding is partially visible in previous plots: although the coordination number follows a similar evolution in both compression cycles in figure 3c, strain evolution and ratcheting visible in figure 4a,b suggest incomplete reversion of structural changes during unloading after the first compression cycle. We further investigate reversibility of microscopic responses later and reserve an in-depth investigation of force network reversibility for elsewhere. We note that the slope of p( f n ) and the Gini coefficient both appear to saturate during the second compression cycle, similar to the saturation of volume-averaged grain stress observed in figure 2b.
(b) Elasto-plastic moduli and homogenization length scales
The stress and strain fields furnished by 3DXRD and XRCT and partially illustrated in figure 5 permit studies of local constitutive laws in granular solids. Such studies of constitutive laws, and associated homogenization length scales, have previously been restricted to 2D experiments [7] and simulations [67] [68] [69] [70] . Those studies used elastic moduli fluctuations and non-affine motion to conclude that representative volume elements (RVEs) having continuum-like properties emerge in local neighbourhoods ranging from three particle diameters to 30 particle diameters depending upon the system, the proximity to jamming and the external forcing.
Here, we provide, to the best of our knowledge, the first evaluation of local elasto-plastic moduli and homogenization length scales in a 3D opaque granular solid. We computed coarsegrained stress and strain in spherical coarse-graining neighbourhoods of varying diameter w, ranging from w = d to w = 5 d , where d is the mean grain diameter. An example of such a coarse-graining neighbourhood is shown in figure 8g , along with the local strain field that falls within its extents. We chose neighbourhoods that overlap with one another by no more than 20% and used equation (2.1) to obtain coarse-grained stress and strain, using partial grain 
w = 5 d . We computed the local constrained modulus M =σ zz /¯ zz in each neighbourhood using average stress and strain values for load steps 8-15 for the first compression cycle and steps 18-23 for the second compression cycle. These load steps were chosen because the macroscopic stress-strain path was approximately linear for these steps. Only constrained modulus was accessible in the present data because lateral strain was, on average, negligible in coarse-grained neighbourhoods. We note, however, that the procedure can easily be extended to extracting the entire elasto-plastic stiffness tensor in local neighbourhoods if more varied loading conditions are present throughout a sample or if the sample is subjected to different load paths. This would have the utility, in large samples, of providing access to a wide variety of local stress-strain trajectories and constitutive responses that may be difficult to impose macroscopically. Figure 8g further confirms the reduction in standard deviation of M, M, with w, but illustrates a plateau at w = 5 d indicative of limits imposed by the system size. Nevertheless, the agreement of microscopic responses at w = 4 d within 30% of the macroscopic response is consistent with the RVE sizes, or homogenization length scales, of three to five particle diameters obtained in [67, 70] . The plateau in the decay of M suggests that larger system sizes are needed to observe a full convergence of local responses to the continuum response. Larger system sizes can be achieved in 3DXRD and XRCT experiments by using smaller grains or using multiple X-ray scans to access local volumes of larger samples.
(c) Reversibility between load cycles
Despite the large macroscopic sample strain, reversibility has been demonstrated throughout the presented results. In particular, several microscopic and averaged responses are approximately equal at similar loads in the two compression cycles. For instance, figure 2c,d illustrated this phenomenon for average stress, figure 3b for coordination number and figure 5 illustrated it visually for local strain and grain stress near peak load. Reversibility and, more generally, material response during cyclic loading is important in a broad range of applications and is widely studied in granular mechanics [60, 61] . Figure 9 illustrates selected results on reversibility between load cycles that can be obtained from 3DXRD and XRCT measurements. Figure 9a illustrates the correlation coefficient of all grains' σ (α) zz stress at macroscopic load levels which were reached during both the first and second compression cycles. The seven data points correspond to load pairs 8 and 18, 9 and 19, 11 and 20, 12 and 21, 13 and 22, 14 and 23, and 15 and 24. The correlation coefficient is computed by
where superscripts indicate the load step pair (1 for the first load cycle, 2 for the second). A value of 0 indicates no correlation, while a value of 1 indicates perfect linear correlation. Figure 9a illustrates that correlation across load steps increases almost monotonically with applied load. This suggests that, at low levels of compression, individual grains are less likely to have the same stress state in subsequent loading cycles than they are at high levels of compression. Figure 9b illustrates the same correlation coefficient computed for the grains' local strain component zz . Surprisingly, the correlation coefficient is very close to 1 for all load levels, suggesting a nearly linear scaling of local strain with sample stress. This phenomenon is also visible in figure 4b and may occur because inhomogeneities in the strain distribution are 'locked-in' during the initial compression cycle, and the significant confinement of the system prevents relative rearrangements at subsequent steps. Figure 9c illustrates the correlation coefficient for M across the two load steps as a function of w. Although σ Microstructure-property relations enable predictions of material response that may not be captured by conventional continuum mechanics modelling approaches. Some progress has been made in understanding microstructure-property relations in granular and amorphous solids [71] [72] [73] , but a thorough understanding remains elusive. Grain-resolved stress and strain measurements enable unique experimental studies of the relationship between local response, local structure and elasto-plastic moduli at various spatial length scales that may help guide further experiments and modelling. Figure 10a shows density plots of force network statistics versus M in local coarse-graining neighbourhoods. In particular, the mean force, f n , the fraction of forces greater than the mean, % f n > f n and the Gini coefficient for each neighbourhood (for w = 2 d through w = 4 d , shown at peak load, step 15) are compared with M in that neighbourhood. Results are shown only for the first load cycle for brevity. No clear trends emerge from these data, suggesting that the local force network in coarse-graining clusters does not systematically constrain local elasto-plastic moduli. This finding was surprising in light of the widespread importance attributed to inter-particle forces in the literature. However, the finding does not imply that the force network is unimportant in prescribing mechanical properties in other loading configurations or in determining other transport properties of granular materials. results above demonstrate a potential application of co-located X-ray measurements in granular solids. Figure 10c illustrates thatσ zz ,¯ zz and M are approximately normally distributed at each load step for w = 2 d through w = 4 d . Scatter in these trends is expected, particularly for w = 4 d , for which only 33 coarse-graining neighbourhoods exist. Nevertheless, the results indicate a close agreement with Gaussian statistics and provide a proof-of-concept for extracting local response statistics from X-ray measurements. These local statistics, along with the standard deviations of M shown in figure 8g, may provide a means for prescribing heterogeneous material properties to continuum models of granular solids. Specifically, local values of M can be drawn from a normal distribution whose standard deviation depends on the spatial resolution of the model. Further experiments with larger sample sizes will help constrain standard deviations at larger length scales.
Conclusion
We have combined 3DXRD and XRCT to measure grain-resolved strains, kinematics and contact fabric in situ in the bulk of an opaque, frictional granular solid undergoing multiple compression cycles. From these measurements, we demonstrated the ability to compute mechanical properties at length scales ranging from the individual grain to the sample size, including: inter-particle forces, local porosity and elasto-plastic moduli. These properties have been computed as both discrete (in the case of forces and grain-resolved stresses) and continuum descriptions (in the case of equivalent continuum strains) of the material. We provided selected results highlighting the ability of such computations to unravel: the nature of heterogeneity in the inter-particle force network; local elasto-plastic moduli, constitutive laws and associated length scales; reversibility of mechanical responses during cyclic loading; the statistics of microscopic material responses and properties; microstructure-property relations. We contend that such results are of fundamental importance in the study of granular materials and that combined 3DXRD and XRCT enable, for the first time, this analysis in 3D opaque, frictional, stiff granular media. It is the authors' opinion that the studies of elasto-plastic moduli and microstructure-property relations represent the most novel opportunities afforded by the present measurements, and that such studies in larger systems subjected to other loading paths may enable significant advances in constitutive law development for granular media.
The primary conclusions of the present paper regarding the use of 3DXRD and XRCT for granular materials are as follows:
(i) 3DXRD and XRCT uniquely provides the ability to make co-located measurements of full tensorial stress and strain fields in 3D, opaque, frictional, stiff granular solids; (ii) a range of mechanical properties-including stress, strain, porosity, elasto-plastic moduli-at length scales ranging from an individual grain to the sample size, can be examined in realistic granular soils using 3DXRD and XRCT; and (iii) 3DXRD and XRCT enable novel studies of microstructure-property relationships in realistic granular soils previously inaccessible by conventional imaging approaches.
Some specific behaviours of granular materials that were highlighted by the selected results and should be the focus of further, more in-depth studies include the following:
(i) the nature of stress, strain and moduli reversal and recovery at multiple length scales during cyclic loading; (ii) the spatial heterogeneity of strain, stress and the inter-particle force transmission at multiple length scales; (iii) the nature of constitutive laws, related elasto-plastic moduli and homogenization length scales in granular materials subjected to various loading paths; and (iv) the relationships between the local force network and packing structure, and local constitutive laws.
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